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About DOCKIN
Honesty and authenticity are at the core of what we believe in. Both are
incorporated into our daily work and are therefore an integral part of
DOCKIN as a brand and our products.
We meet the challenge of a new, young brand in the rather conservative
audio market head on. Being on the frontier of technology, delivering products for a better life and better sound for our entire community — whether
it is through our products, our customer service or through reaching out
to you in other ways.
OUR MISSION
We put our passion into audio concepts that enhance your experience of
unique sound in your flexible and mobile life – anytime and anywhere! Firstclass workmanship and a captivating sound are always in the centre of
our focus.
PASSION FOR SOUND
… is more than just flakey marketing speak. Our team consists of people
with strong backgrounds in audio and a passion for sound and aesthetics.
The love for music, sound and technology unites our team and makes our
products unique in the audio landscape.
You can find out more about us on www.dockin.net!

Spotify:
dockin_de

Instagram:
my_dockin

Facebook:
/dockinDE
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WELCOME TO THE DOCKIN FAMILY!
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READING AND STORING THE USER MANUAL
This user manual for your D MINI Bluetooth® speaker
(hereinafter referred to only as “D MINI”) contains important
information about safety and handling. Therefore, read the
user manual carefully before using the D MINI and also store it
in a safe place for future reference. If you do not observe the information in
the user manual, in particular the safety notes, this may result in damage
to property and, in the worst case, even injury to persons. If you pass your
D MINI on to someone, make sure to also include this user manual.
This user manual is based on the standards and rules in force in the
European Union. When abroad, also be sure to observe the countryspecific guidelines and laws.
You can download this user manual as a PDF file at www.dockin.net
under Support.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND TERMS
Here, you will find a list of the safety-relevant symbols and terms, which are
used in this user manual, on the D MINI or on its packaging.

WARNING
This combination of a warning symbol and term indicates a moderate risk,
which, if not avoided, may result in death or severe injury.

NOTE
This signal term warns you of potential damage to property.
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The GS symbol on the mains adapter stands for tested
safety. Products labelled with this symbol meet the requirements of the German Product Safety Act (ProdSG).
This symbol indicates that the wall adapter is a device
belonging to protection class II.
Declaration of conformity (see chapter “Declaration of
conformity”): This symbol indicates products that fulfil
all applicable Community regulations in the European
Economic Area.
This symbol certifies that the radiated electromagnetic
interference of the device is under the limit approved by the
US Federal Communications Commission.
ETL Listed test seal: Products labelled with this symbol
meet the requirements of electrical product safety of the
United States of America.
The wall adapter may only be used indoors.

PROPER USE
The D MINI is designed as a speaker for private use. It is not suitable for
commercial use. You can connect to a source device of your choice in the
following ways: You can connect the source device to the D MINI via Bluetooth® 5.0, EDR, NFC or using an AUX cable.
The D MINI also has a powerbank function, that is, you can also connect
suitable external devices to the D MINI and charge them using the integrated rechargeable battery of the D MINI.
The power cable contained in the package contents is designed for
charging the D MINI. If you want to charge an external device on the
D MINI using the powerbank function, you may, depending on the respective external device, need an additional cable that is not included in the
package contents.
Only use the D MINI as described in this user manual. Any other use is
deemed improper and may result in damage to property or even injury to
persons. The D MINI is not a children’s toy.
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The manufacturer or vendor accepts no liability for damage caused by
improper or incorrect use.

SAFETY NOTES
WARNING
Risk of electrical shock!
Improper handling, incorrect electrical installation or excessive mains
voltage may result in an electrical shock.
-

-

-

-

-
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Make sure that the mains voltage of the socket corresponds to
the specification on the rating plate if you connect the D MINI to
it for charging purposes.
Make sure that the socket that you connect the D MINI to is
readily accessible so that you can quickly disconnect the D MINI
from the mains supply in the event of a fault.
Only use the power cable contained in the package contents to
charge the D MINI.
Stop using the D MINI if it exhibits visible damages or if the power
cable or its connector plug is defective.
Do not in any case open the housing of the D MINI. Instead,
contact a qualified workshop for repairs. Liability and warranty
claims are excluded in the event of repairs performed by yourself,
improper connection or incorrect operation.
Only parts that comply with the original device data may be used
for repairs. There are electrical and mechanical parts in the
device which are necessary in order to avoid exposure to sources
of danger.
Do not in any case submerge the D MINI and the power cable in
water or other liquids.
Do not use the D MINI in the rain or in wet rooms.
Make sure that the D MINI and the power cable do not come into
contact with open flames and hot surfaces.
Make sure that the power cable is not kinked and do not lay it
over sharp edges.

-

Disconnect the D MINI from the power supply once it is fully charged,
before you clean the D MINI or if a fault occurs.
Immediately disconnect any external devices connected to the D MINI
if a fault occurs.

WARNING
Risk of explosion and fire!
Improper handling of the D MINI can cause the integrated rechargeable
battery to explode or cause a fire.
-

Do not subject the D MINI to excessive warmth or heat such as direct
sunshine, fire or similar.
Only use the power cable contained in the package contents to charge
the D MINI.

WARNING
Danger of chemical burns!
Leaked battery fluid can cause chemical burns if it comes into contact with
the skin or other parts of the body.
-

-

If you notice that battery fluid is leaked, be absolutely sure that it does
not come into contact with your skin, eyes or mucous membranes. If
you have accidentally come into contact with battery fluid, immediately
rinse the affected areas with plenty of clean water and promptly contact a physician.
Be absolutely sure to use protective gloves in the event of a leaked
rechargeable battery and remove any battery fluid that has leaked
with a dry, absorbent cloth.

WARNING
Risks to certain groups of persons!
-

The D MINI may be used by children ages eight and over as well as
persons with impaired physical, sensory or mental capacities or those
lacking experience and knowledge if they are supervised or have been
instructed in how to safely use the D MINI and have understood the
risks associated with operating it. Children must not play with the
D MINI. Cleaning and user maintenance must not be performed by
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unsupervised children.
Make sure that children do not play with the packaging material
or the D MINI.

WARNING
Health hazard!
During operation, the D MINI generates magnetic fields, which can
interfere with the functioning of medical devices such as pacemakers. Using the D MINI in certain locations can also result in faults or
accidents.
-

-

Always keep a distance of at least 10 cm between the medical
device and the D MINI. If necessary, consult your physician if you
have any questions.
Do not use the D MINI in environments where there is a risk of
explosion.
Make sure that you only use the D MINI where wireless transmissions are permitted.

WARNING
Risk of hearing loss!
Listening at a high volume for prolonged periods poses a risk of hearing loss.
-

Avoid listening at a high volume for a prolonged period of time.
Make sure that you maintain adequate distance to the D MINI and
never hold your ear up to one of the speakers.
Set the volume on the source device to a low level before starting
playback on the D MINI. If you set the source device to full volume,
very high noise pressure may result, which may not only inflict
organic damage, but also have psychological effects. Children and
pets are particularly at risk in this respect.

NOTICE
Risk of damage!
Improper handling can cause damage to the D MINI.
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Do not place the D MINI on or near hot surfaces (stovetops, heaters etc.).

Do not allow the power cable to come into contact with hot parts.
Fully recharge the D MINI approximately every six months, even if you
are not using the D MINI at all or only irregularly.
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CHECKING THE PACKAGE CONTENTS
Make sure that the package contents are complete and that all parts are
undamaged before you commission the D MINI.
1.

Take the D MINI and all accessories out of the packaging.

2.

Use the following list to check whether the package contents are
complete.
The package contents contain the following individual parts:

3.

•

D MINI speaker

•

USB charging cable

•

User manual

Check whether the D MINI or the accessories are damaged.

If this is the case, do not use the D MINI. Instead, contact the manufacturer
at the service address.
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CONTROLS
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[+] button
» Press: Increase volume
» Press and hold: Next song

Charging LED
» LED red: Speaker is charging
» LED turns off when fully charged

[-] button
» Press: Decrease volume
» Press and hold: Previous song

Mini USB Charging connector
Battery status will be shown on
your playback device in the Bluetooth menu if supported by your
device and connected.

Power button
» Press and hold 2s: Power on / off
» Press: Change audio mode
(Bluetooth, SD Card, AUX)
»
»
»

»

White LED Indicator
» LED
blinking
Bluetooth
Pairing mode
Play / Pause button
» Slow blinking - Bluetooth Pairing
Press: Play / pause
successful
Press (AUX Mode): Mute /
» LED stays lit - AUX mode
Unmute the speaker
» Two flashes, then pause - Micro
Press and hold: Disconnect
SD mode
Bluetooth connection
» Slow breathing - Mute active
(press Play / Pause button to
Micro SD card slot
change mute status in AUX mode)
Insert the micro SD card here
AUX input for 3.5mm AUX cable
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Hold the “power”-button of your D MINI for 2 seconds to switch
it on.

The D MINI automatically connects with the last Bluetooth® source (white
LED blinking) or switches to pairing mode if the last source is not available
(white LED blinking slowly).

PAIRING
Connecting via Bluetooth® function:
1.
Activate Bluetooth® on the source device (Bluetooth® settings).
2.
Go to the Bluetooth® settings and scan for discoverable devices.
3.
Select “DOCKIN D MINI” from the Bluetooth® device list.
After successful pairing, the white LED on your D MINI will blink slowly and
you will hear a confirmation sound.
The D MINI will turn off, if no sound is played for 30min to conserve battery.
If you need to change the playback device, you can disconnect the current
connection by pressing and holding the “Play / Pause” button. The speaker
will enter pairing mode again and you can connect a new device.

AUX MODE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make sure the speaker is turned on
Plug in a 3.5mm AUX cable to the input on the back of the speaker
and the other end into your playback device.
Adjust the volume of you playback device
Press the “+” and “-” buttons on the speaker to adjust system
volume.
Press the “Play / Pause” button to mute or unmute the speaker

MICRO SD MODE
1.
2.
3.

Make sure the speaker is turned on
Plug your Micro SD into the SD port on the back of the speaker. It
will automatically change to Micro SD mode.
Press the “+” and “-” buttons on the speaker to adjust system
11
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TURNING THE D MINI ON
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4.
5.

volume.
Press and hold the “+” and “-” buttons to change to next / previous
song.
Press the “Play / Pause” to change playback status.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Product: 		

D MINI Bluetooth® speaker

Item number: 		

15963

Rechargeable battery:

Lithium ion (2,000 mAh)

Music playback time:

Up to 10 hours

Drivers: 		
		

2x 45 mm full range drivers
2x 50mm passive radiators

Frequency range:

80Hz-18kHz

Nominal output:

12 W

Protection type:

IPX7

Dimensions: 		

115 × 86 mm

Weight: 		

400 g

Connection options for
external source devices:

Bluetooth® 5.0, AUX,
Micro SD Card (up to 32GB)

Connections present
on the D MINI:

USB charging port DC 5 V-1A,
3.5 mm jack plug (AUX), Micro SD Slot

Information about the Bluetooth® function:
Frequency range:

2.402–2.480 GHz

Transmission power:

0.28 dBm at 3.7V

Formats supported for
audio files on Micro SD:

MP3, WAV
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USB Charging
Charging: Connect any DC 5V-1A adapter with the supplied cable. Charging
time is approximately 2,5 hours.
IPX7 Notice
Please make sure that the silicone cover is closed completely before
subjecting the speaker to water. It is rated for up to 30min at a depth of 1m.
Only subject the unit to fresh water. Sea water, pool water or similar could
damage the unit.Press the “+” and “-” buttons on the speaker to adjust
system
Can not connect

1. Restart the Speaker
2. If passcode is needed enter „0000“

Connection unstable

1. Stay within 10m between the playback
device and the speaker
2. Make sure there are no barriers
between playback device and speaker

Sound distorted
No sound when playing

Turn down the volume of the playback
device or the speaker.
1. Check the volume adjustment on play		
back device and the speaker
2. Check for pause or mute status

Speaker does not turn on

Check if the battery is low

Speaker does not respond

Restart the speaker to reset
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FAQ
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Stage10 GmbH hereby declares that the D MINI radio system
described in this user manual complies with the Directive 2014/53/
EU.
The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at the
following Internet address:
https://support.dockin.de/hc/de/articles/360003225600EU- Konformitaet

MANUFACTURER INFORMATION AND SERVICE
If you have questions regarding the D MINI or if any problems occur
during operation or similar, first contact the following body via e-mail:
info@dockin.net
DOCKIN is a trademark of
Stage10 GmbH | Torstr. 49 | 10119 Berlin | Germany
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Disposing of the packaging
Dispose of the packaging sorted into single-type
materials:
•
•

Paperboard and cardboard for recycled paper
Films in the recyclable material collection service

Disposing of the device
(Applicable in the European Union and other European states with
systems for the separate collection of reusable waste materials)
Old devices must not be disposed of with
household waste!
If the D MINI is no longer operational, every consumer
is required by law to dispose of used devices
separately from household waste, e.g. at a collection
point run by the communal authority/borough. This
ensures that old devices are recycled in a professional
manner and also rules out negative consequences for
the environment. For this reason, electrical equipment
is marked with the symbol shown here.
Batteries and rechargeable batteries do not
belong in the household garbage!
 s the end user you are required by law to bring all
A
batteries and rechargeable batteries, regardless
whether they contain harmful substances* or not, to
a collection point run by the communal authority or
borough or to a retailer, so that they can be disposed of
in an environmentally friendly manner.
Bring the D MINI (together with the rechargeable
battery) to your collection point and make sure that it is
in an uncharged state!
* labelled with: Cd = cadmium, Hg = mercury, Pb = lead
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This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is
subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause
harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

FCC
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party
responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate
the equipment. This equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the
FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if
not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause
harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.
If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment
off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference
by one or more of the following measures:
•

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

•

Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.

•

Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from
that to which the receiver is connected.

•

Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for
help.
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www.dockin.net
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